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THE DUE PROCESS PARTY:
A VIABLE ALTERNATIVE FOR
THE FUTURE OF AMERICA?

The 2016 and 2020 Presidential Elections in the United States have proven, beyond any reasonable doubt
by any reasonable person, that both the Democratic and Republican political parties are broken and
beyond repair.
Worse yet, the leaders of both these parties are causing more damage than good by and through their
relentless, self-centered, irrational campaigns to denigrate the opposition; all as apparent justification for
shirking their duties to put their differences in proper perspective when it comes to participating in the
management of the greatest nation on earth. The U.S. party-politics of both the Democrats and
Republicans have become a world-wide embarrassment.
The so-called "leaders" of both the Democrat and Republican parties have totally forgotten that they were elected to serve
their constituencies of sovereign people. Like a bad marriage before an imminent divorce, the Democrats and Republicans are
more interested in "getting even with each other" than actually resolving the country's pressing issues by reaching common
ground. Both the Democrats and Republicans "look the other way" or "blame each other" for the corruption, debt beyond
imagination, and the self-accumulation of personal wealth and control has become the accepted status quo and modus
operandi for those that make it to the elite club in Washington. Their self-serving indifference (toward the real plight of
Americans who don't enjoy the privileged culture of the Washington crowd) has become a play-ground for the "rich to get
richer and the poor to get poorer" under the guise of serving the people.
Perhaps these so-called leaders should stop telling everyone
what to believe, who to believe, when to believe, and why to
believe; and just go home.
America became great because its founding forefathers
recognized the supreme nature of "individual sovereignty."
Maybe, therefore, we need an electorate that demands to be
heard and recognized for what they really are: a sovereign
people with the ultimate power to manage the United States
in accordance with the rule of law, equal protection under
the law, and due process with "zero-tolerance" for the
arbitrary rule which now threatens to take down America.
Bottom line: A political party is a group of people who come
together with common beliefs to influence elections and
hold power in the government. Hopefully, those Americans
who believe in a country "of the people, by the people, and
for the people" will come together and mandate a return to
the fundamental constitutional provisions that were enacted
to protect every American's right to "life, liberty, and
property" as set forth in the 5th and 14th Amendments to
the Constitution of the United States of America.
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Such a party would shine as a beacon of hope in our country that is now on the verge of self-destruction. The party of the
future will not be the Democrats or the Republicans. It will be the party that actually can re-unify the masses of people
through the most common ground of all; the restoration of due process and the end of arbitrary rule. Perhaps it will be aptly
named as "The Due Process Party."

DO YOU HAVE A SPECIAL INTEREST IN SOCIAL JUSTICE?

If so, you know it is a FACT that equal justice, the rule of law, and due process are currently not available to all Americans.
As a result, The Due Process Advocate has made a substantial investment in the development of its Internet platform for use
by business-minded individuals interested in providing due process education and support services as a professional,
independent, full or part-time business.
Due Process advocacy can be a perfect Internet-based business opportunity for individuals that want true independence and
unlimited income opportunity. Please contact The Due Process Advocate for detailed information and/or to explore a
business relationship.
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community exists, to expose and stop the proliferation of actions and policies designed to remove individual due process rights in America.
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